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System and method for maximizing throughput in a telecommunications system  
 
Abstract 
Provided is a system and method for maximizing throughput in a telecommunications network. The method is operable 
to select and service a request for a communication session by selecting a bit rate and assigning the bit rate to the request. 
The method selects the request from a pool of queued requests and the bit rate from all supported bit rates. The request 
and bit rate are selected based on calculations that determine an amount of power needed for each queued request at each 
bit rate. The calculations result in ratios representing each combination of power and bit rate for each request. The 
method selects the ratio having the highest number of bit rates per power unit and assigns the bit rate to the associated 
request. This approach enables the method to select a queued request according to current network constraints and so 
provides an optimal approach that maximizes throughput.  
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Claims 
 
 
What is claimed is: 
 
1. A method for maximizing throughput in a telecommunications system constrained by a maximum amount of power, 
the telecommunications system operable to utilize one of a plurality of transfer rates to service a first request, the method 
comprising: calculating a first power level based on an amount of power needed to support the first request at a first 
transfer rate; calculating a first metric based on the first transfer rate and the first power level; comparing the first metric 
to a threshold to determine whether the first metric exceeds the threshold; and assigning the first transfer rate to the first 
request if the first metric exceeds the threshold; wherein the maximum amount of power is measured in power units and 
the first transfer rate is measured in data bits per time unit, and wherein the first metric represents a number of data bits 
that can be transferred per power unit; and wherein the first transfer rate is associated with a mobile device, and wherein 
the first transfer rate is set to zero if the first transfer rate is not supported by the mobile device.  
 
2. The method of claim 1 wherein the threshold is a second metric based on a second transfer rate and a second power 
level, and wherein the second power level is based on an amount of power needed to support the first request at the 
second transfer rate.  
 
3. The method of claim 1 further comprising: calculating a second power level based on an amount of power needed to 
support the first request at a second transfer rate; calculating a second metric between the second transfer rate and the 
second power level; determining whether the first metric or the second metric is greater; and assigning the first or second 
transfer rate associated with the greater metric to the first request.  
 
4. The method of claim 3 further comprising creating a first matrix for calculating the first and second power levels.  
 
5. The method of claim 4 further comprising creating a second matrix having first and second inputs for calculating the 
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first and second metrics, wherein the first input includes the first matrix and the second input includes the first and 
second transfer rates.  
 
6. The method of claim 1 wherein the first power level is set equal to infinity if the amount of power needed to support 
the first request at the first transfer rate is not available.  
 
7. The method of claim 1 further comprising: calculating a second power level based on an amount of power needed to 
support a second request at a second transfer rate; calculating a second metric between the second transfer rate and the 
second power level; comparing the first metric to the second metric to determine which of the first and second metrics is 
greater; and servicing the first or second request associated with the greater metric by assigning the first or second 
transfer rate associated with the greater metric to the first or second request, respectively.  
 
8. The method of claim 7 further comprising dequeuing the serviced request from a queue of pending requests.  
 
9. A telecommunications system comprising a means for: calculating a first metric based on a first power level needed to 
support a first request at a first bit rate; calculating a second metric based on a second power level needed to support a 
second request at a second bit rate; selecting the first or second metric that meets a predefined criterion; and servicing the 
first or second request associated with the selected metric; and setting the first or second power level to infinity if the 
system has insufficient power to support the first or second request, respectively, at the first or second bit rate; wherein 
calculating the first and second metrics comprises dividing the first and second bit rates by the first and second power 
levels, respectively.  
 
10. The telecommunications system of claim 9 wherein servicing the first or second request includes assigning the first 
or second bit rate associated with the selected metric to the first or second request associated with the selected metric.  
 
11. The telecommunications system of claim 9 wherein the first and second bit rates are equal.  
 
12. A system for maximizing throughput in a telecommunications network constrained by power and supporting a 
plurality of transfer rates, the system comprising: a processing center accessible to the network, the processing center 
operable to communicate with one or more communication devices; a buffer accessible to the processing center, the 
buffer operable to store a first request from the communication device; a memory accessible to the processing center and 
the buffer, the memory including software instructions for the processing center for: calculating whether the network 
includes sufficient power to transfer the first request at a first transfer rate; calculating whether the network includes 
sufficient power to transfer the first request at a second transfer rate; determining whether the first or second transfer rate 
will transfer the first request more efficiently in terms of power; and transferring the request using the more efficient 
transfer rate; wherein the buffer is operable to store a second request from a second communication device; and wherein 
the software instructions further include: calculating whether the network includes sufficient power to transfer the second 
request at the first and second transfer rates; determining which of the first and second requests can be transferred more 
efficiently by the first or second transfer rates in terms of power; selecting the first or second request that can be 
transferred more efficiently; and transferring the selected first or second request using the more efficient transfer rate.  
 
13. The system of claim 12 wherein determining whether the first or second transfer rate is more efficient includes 
calculating whether more power is required to transfer the first request at the first or second rate.  
 
14. The system of claim 12 wherein the first and second requests can be simultaneously transmitted after assigning one 
of the first and second transfers to each of the first and second requests.  
 
15. The system of claim 12 wherein at least one operating parameter of the communication device is included when 
calculating whether the network includes sufficient power to transfer the first request at the first and second transfer 
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rates. 
Description 
 
 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION  
 
The following disclosure relates generally to communications systems and, more particularly, to maximizing throughput 
in a telecommunications system.  
 
Telecommunications systems, such as code division multiple access (CDMA) systems, may face a variety of constraints 
that limit the throughput of the system while servicing requests. The constraints may include resource limitations such as 
a maximum amount of available power or a maximum available bit rate. For example, a bit rate used to service a request 
may require a certain amount of power. However, even if the required amount of power is available, assigning the power 
to the request may result in an inadequate amount of power for other requests. Furthermore, operation at high power 
levels may create interference that adversely affects the system as a whole.  
 
In addition, assigning a maximum available bit rate to a request may result in wasted power and throughput opportunities 
during "idle times" (e.g., when no transmission is occurring). This may be particularly undesirable when the requests are 
for data burst transmissions, which tend to need relatively high bit rates and amounts of power for a brief period of time. 
However, due to the underlying network structure and other factors, the bit rate and the required power may be selected 
for the communication session without regard to maximizing the throughput based on the system's resource levels.  
 
Current approaches for maximizing throughput are inadequate for a variety of reasons. For example, in some approaches, 
the network may include contention based algorithms that provide a relatively low to moderate level of throughput due to 
idle time wasted during the contention process. Other approaches may use burst allocation algorithms that implement a 
first-come first-served or a round robin methodology, both of which may lack efficiency and versatility. In addition, the 
network itself may be based on a CDMA derivative such as High Data Rate (HDR), which relies on multiplexing data 
users over a single channel.  
 
Therefore, what is needed is a system and method for maximizing the throughput of a telecommunications system by 
selecting a bit rate for a request based on a current level of system resources.  
 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION  
 
In one embodiment, a method for maximizing throughput in a telecommunications system constrained by a maximum 
amount of power is provided, where the telecommunications system utilizes one of multiple transfer rates to service a 
request. The method includes calculating a first power level based on an amount of power needed to support the request 
at one of the transfer rates. A metric is calculated based on the transfer rate and the power level. The metric is compared 
to a threshold to determine whether the metric exceeds the threshold and the transfer rate is assigned to the request if the 
metric exceeds the threshold.  
 
Other aspects and features of the present disclosure will become apparent to those ordinarily skilled in the art upon 
review of the following description of specific embodiments of the disclosure in conjunction with the accompanying 
figures.  
 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS  
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FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a method for selecting one of a plurality of bit rates based on a telecommunications system's 
resource levels.  
 
FIG. 2 is a diagram of an exemplary telecommunications network within which the selection of a bit rate may be 
practiced.  
 
FIG. 3 is a schematic view of a computer that may be used within the network of FIG. 2 to execute the method of FIG. 1. 
 
 
FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a more detailed embodiment of the method of FIG. 1.  
 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED EMBODIMENT  
 
The present disclosure relates generally to communications systems and, more particularly, to maximizing throughput in 
a telecommunications system. It is understood, however, that the following disclosure provides many different 
embodiments or examples. Specific examples of components and arrangements are described below to simplify the 
present disclosure. These are, of course, merely examples and are not intended to be limiting. In addition, the present 
disclosure may repeat reference numerals and/or letters in the various examples. This repetition is for the purpose of 
simplicity and clarity and does not in itself dictate a relationship between the various embodiments and/or configurations 
discussed.  
 
Referring to FIG. 1, in one embodiment, a method 10 is operable to select and service a queued request for a 
communication session in a telecommunications system by selecting an optimal transfer rate and assigning the transfer 
rate to the request. As will be described later in greater detail using specific examples, the method 10 selects the request 
from a pool of queued requests and the transfer rate from a plurality of transfer rates. The request and transfer rate are 
selected based on calculations that determine an amount of power needed for each queued request at each transfer rate 
supported by the system. This approach enables the method 10 to select a queued request according to current system 
constraints and so provides an optimal approach that maximizes system throughput.  
 
The method 10 begins in step 12 by calculating a power level (e.g., an amount of power) needed to support each queued 
request at each transfer rate. If the power level needed to support a particular transfer rate for a request is not available at 
the time the calculation occurs, the power level for that combination of transfer rate and request is set to infinity. In step 
14, the transfer rates supported by the system are divided by the power levels calculated in step 12 to create rate-to-
power ratios for each request at each transfer rate. The highest ratio (e.g., the ratio representing the highest data transfer 
per power unit) is identified in step 16 and a determination is made in step 18 as to whether the highest ratio is greater 
than zero. If the highest ratio is not greater than zero, the method 10 ends because there is insufficient power to service 
any of the queued requests at any transfer rate.  
 
If the highest ratio is greater than zero, the method 10 continues to steps 20 and 22, where the request associated with the 
highest ratio is selected and the transfer rate is assigned to the request. In step 24, the selected request is dequeued and a 
current power level is compared to a minimum power threshold level in step 26. The minimum power threshold defines, 
for example, a minimum amount of power needed to service any request. If the current power level is less than the 
minimum power threshold, the method 10 ends. If the current power level is greater than the minimum power threshold, 
the method continues to step 28. In step 28, the method determines whether more queued requests exist and, if so, returns 
to step 12.  
 
Referring now to FIG. 2, in another embodiment, a telecommunications network 30 illustrates a system in which the 
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method described in reference to FIG. 1 may be practiced. The network 30 comprises a plurality of cells 32a, 32b, which, 
for purposes of clarity, are omni-cells (e.g., not sectorized). In general, a cell may contain more than one sector if the cell 
is not an omni-cell. For instance, a tri-sectored cell contains three sectors. In the present example, the network 30 is a 
wireless network, and may be connected to other wireless and/or wireline networks, such as a Public Switched 
Telephone Network (PSTN) 34 and a Packet Data Network (PDN) 52. Each cell 32a, 32b in the network 30 includes a 
base transceiver station (BTS) 36a, 36b, respectively, which is connected to a base station controller (BSC) 38. A mobile 
switching center (MSC) 40 may be used to connect the network 30 with other networks such as the PSTN 34, while a 
Packet Data Serving Node (PDSN) 50 may connect the network 30 to the PDN 52.  
 
The network 30 enables at least one mobile device 42 to establish a communication session with another mobile device 
44 via the BTS 36a associated with the cell 32a in which the mobile device 42 is located. For example, a request to 
establish a burst transmission session by the mobile device 42 may be directed by the PDSN 50 to (1) the second mobile 
device 44 registered with the PDSN 50 and within range of one of the BTSs 36a, 36b, (2) a voice terminal 46 coupled to 
the PSTN 34, or (3) a data terminal (not shown) coupled to the PDN 52. For example, if the communication session is a 
data transfer session, the request may be to connect the mobile device 42 to a computer or other data device via the 
network 30. It is noted that the mobile device 42, while illustrated as a mobile telephone, may be any mobile device 
capable of communicating via the network 30.  
 
The cells 32a, 32b overlap so that the mobile device 42 may travel from one cell to another (e.g., from the cell 32a to the 
cell 32b) while maintaining a communication session. In a "handoff" region 48 (e.g., the area where the cells 32a, 32b 
overlap), the mobile device 42 may be serviced by both the BTS 36a and the BTS 36b.  
 
In the present example, the network 30 is a radio frequency (RF) network based on code division multiple access 
(CDMA), which may be compatible with a variety of standards including, but not limited to, Interim Standard 95 (IS-
95), Interim Standard 2000 (IS-2000), and Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS). Each standard may 
be further divided into a plurality of different protocols. For example, IS95 may include Radio Configuration 1 (RC1) 
and RC2 (also known as Rate Set 1 (RS1) and Rate Set 2 (RS2)), while IS2000 may be backwards compatible with RC1 
and RC2 and also include RC3, RC4, and RC5. Other known differences may exist between the standards. For purposes 
of example, the network 30 is compatible with IS2000, although it is understood that many different protocols and 
standards may be utilized to establish a variety of communication session types. Furthermore, the network 30 includes 
support for multiple supplemental channels that may transfer data at speeds of 307.2 kilobits per second (kbps) and that 
may be shared among multiple data users.  
 
The network 30 includes a buffer (not shown) that is operable to receive and store communication session requests. The 
buffer may be disposed in the BTS 36a, 36b, the BSC 38, or elsewhere depending on the degree of distribution desired. 
The buffer may be formed from multiple buffers and, in some embodiments, the multiple buffers may be assigned 
priorities so that requests in higher priority buffers are processed before requests in lower priority buffers. It is noted that 
the multiple buffers may be distributed throughout the network 30. An algorithm for implementing the method 10 of 
FIG. 1 may be similarly stored and executed as desired by a processing means located at the BTS 36a, 36b, BSC 38, or 
elsewhere.  
 
Referring now to FIG. 3, an exemplary computer 54, such as may be used in the network 30 of FIG. 2, is illustrated. The 
computer 54 may include a central processing unit ("CPU") 56, a memory unit 58, an input/output ("I/O") device 60, and 
a network interface 62. The components 56, 58, 60, and 62 are interconnected by a bus system 64. It is understood that 
the computer may be differently configured and that each of the listed components may actually represent several 
different components. For example, the CPU 56 may actually represent a multi-processor or a distributed processing 
system; the memory unit 58 may include different levels of cache memory, main memory, hard disks, and remote storage 
locations; and the I/O device 60 may include monitors, keyboards, and the like.  
 
The computer 54 may be connected to the network 30 via the network interface 62. Because the computer 54 may be 
connected to the network 30, certain components may, at times, be shared with other computers (not shown). Therefore, 
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a wide range of flexibility is anticipated in the configuration of the computer. Furthermore, it is understood that, in some 
implementations, the computer 54 may act as a server to other computers. Accordingly, the method 10 of FIG. 1 may be 
stored and executed solely on the computer 54 or may be divided among multiple computers and accessible via the 
network 30. In addition, the network 30 may comprise the bus system 64 and so the various components 56-62 may be 
distributed through the network 30.  
 
Referring now to FIG. 4, a method 70 is operable to maximize throughput on the network 30 of FIG. 2 by selecting a 
particular request from a queue of requests. The selection is based on calculations that may include multiple power levels 
and bit rates for each queued request. The requests, power levels, and bit rates are used to create matrices from which a 
request may be associated with an optimal bit rate. In the present example, the queued requests are for data burst 
transmissions and the method 70 is operable to schedule simultaneous data bursts. The implementation of the method 70 
in the network 30 may be such that the method 70 is transparent on a forward link (e.g., a link from the network 30 to the 
mobile device 42) and so does not affect the compliance of the network 30 with CDMA standards.  
 
The method 70 may be executed each time a new request is added to the buffer of the network 30 or each time power 
allocated to a call is released. The power release may occur, for example, when a fundamental channel or supplemental 
channel is released because a call is terminated, downgraded in a downgrade process, or a burst is finished. Accordingly, 
the power release triggers the method 70 to determine whether the released power is sufficient to service a queued 
request.  
 
The method begins in step 72 by setting a variable N equal to the number of queued burst requests. In step 74 and as 
illustrated by Matrix 1 below, an M.times.N power matrix is created that includes all queued requests U.sub.1-U.sub.M 
and all bit rates R.sub.1-R.sub.N supported by the network. Each bit rate identifies a maximum number of kilobits per 
second that the network supports. For example, R.sub.1 may represent a bit rate of 128 kbps while R.sub.2 may represent 
a bit rate of 307.2 kbps. If a particular rate is not supported by the mobile device 42, the R is set to zero. For example, if 
the mobile device 42 does not support a bit rate of 128 kbps and R.sub.1 represents 128 kbps, then R.sub.1 would be set 
to zero to indicate its unavailability. This enables the method 70 to be used with mobile devices that do not support a full 
range of bit rates (e.g., with mobile devices that are not fully compliant with the IS2000 standard used in the present 
example).  
 
.times..times..times..times..times..times..times. ##EQU00001##  
 
To form the power matrix, the method 70 calculates the power level needed for each combination of queued request U 
and bit rate R. Generally, higher bit rates need more power than lower bit rates, so each bit rate may have a different 
power level than the bit rates that are higher and lower for a particular request. Furthermore, each request may have 
different power needs depending on the mobile's location, but generally a request for a high bit rate requires more power 
than a request for a low bit rate. Accordingly, each combination of queued request U and bit rate R may have a power 
level P, although it is understood that some combinations may be identical or virtually identical in terms of power levels. 
 
To better describe Matrix 1, the power level P.sub.12 will be described in greater detail. P.sub.12 denotes the power level 
needed to service the first request U.sub.1 at the second bit rate R.sub.2. If there is not enough power to support a 
particular bit rate for a particular request, the power level for that combination of request and bit rate is set to infinity. 
Accordingly, if the system has insufficient power for the combination U.sub.1 and R.sub.2, then P.sub.12 would be set to 
infinity.  
 
Once the power level matrix has been created, the method 70 proceeds to step 76, where an M.times.N rate-to-power 
matrix is calculated as illustrated by Matrix 2. Matrix 2 is calculated using the general function f(R/P)=r (e.g., each bit 
rate R is divided by each entry P.sub.11-P.sub.MN of Matrix 1), where the resulting elements r.sub.11-r.sub.MN each 
signify a ratio of a number of transmitted bits over the air per energy unit. It is understood that the function f(R/P)=r is 
for purposes of illustration only and that alternate functions using a power level P and a bit rate R may be used in its 
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place. If a rate R.sub.1-R.sub.N is not supported by the mobile device, then the respective elements in the range r.sub.11-
r.sub.MN are zero.  
 
.times..times..times..times..times..times..times..times..times..times..tim- es..times. ##EQU00002##  
 
The elements r.sub.11-r.sub.MN provided by Matrix 2 may be zero or greater than zero, and so Matrix 2 may be used to 
identify all the occurrences where the ratio of rate-to-power (e.g., R/P) is greater than zero. Accordingly, the method 70 
continues to step 78, where a determination is made as to whether any of the elements r.sub.11-r.sub.MN in the rate-to-
power matrix are positive. If none of the elements are positive, the method 70 ends. If one or more of the elements are 
positive, the method 70 identifies the maximum element in the Matrix 2 (e.g., the ratio with the highest number of bits 
per energy unit) in step 80 and selects the request and burst rate associated with the identified element in step 82. For 
purposes of example, the element r.sub.12 is the maximum element of the Matrix 2. Accordingly, the bit rate R.sub.2 is 
assigned to the request U.sub.1.  
 
Network parameters related to power control may be updated in step 84 to reflect the new allowed burst. The request is 
dequeued in step 86 (e.g., U.sub.1 is removed from the queue) and the variable N is decremented to reflect the lower 
queue count. In step 88, a current power level is compared to a minimum power threshold level which may, for example, 
define a minimum amount of power needed to service any request. If the current power level is less than the minimum 
power threshold, the method 70 ends. If the current power level is greater than the minimum power threshold, the 
method continues to step 90 and determines whether any requests remain in the queue. If requests do remain in the 
queue, the method 70 returns to step 72.  
 
The method 70 may continue execution until all elements of the rate-to-power Matrix 2 are zero, which indicates that no 
further requests can be serviced because the amount of available power is lower than is required to service any request at 
any bit rate. In this manner, communication sessions may be established to service requests using bit rates that optimally 
balance usage of system resources.  
 
In still another embodiment, the method 70 may include a means for allowing selection of a highest burst rate without 
regard to system optimization. For example, if there is little traffic on the network 30 (e.g., the network has a low traffic 
load), the method 70 may assign a high burst rate to a request even if the assigned burst rate does not represent the 
maximum rate-to-power ratio as calculated in step 76. This frees the network from the overhead of unnecessary 
calculations by selecting the highest burst rate supported by the available power when power optimization is not desired.  
 
In yet another embodiment, additional factors may be included in the calculations. For example, the general function f
(R/P)=r may be altered to include a traffic delay D, which may change the function to f(D, R/P). Additional matrices 
may or may not be needed to include the factors in the calculations, depending on the factors and their implementation in 
the method 70. For example, a utility function (UF) scheduling algorithm operable to implement an R/P approach may be 
characterized as: UF=.gamma.*W(t)*R(t)/P(t) Eq. 1 where .gamma. is a queuing priority and W is the waiting time. A 
general form of a modified utility function (MUF) utilizing a quality of service (QoS) controller C.sub.1 and a capacity 
controller C.sub.2 may be: MUF(.gamma..sub.i,w.sub.i,R.sub.i/P.sub.i)=C.sub.1*QoS_Component+C.sub.2*- 
Throughput_Component Eq. 2 where C.sub.1+C.sub.2=100%. In this manner, the factors R and P may be used in a 
variety of ways to optimize performance as described above.  
 
While the preceding description shows and describes one or more embodiments, it will be understood by those skilled in 
the art that various changes in form and detail may be made therein without departing from the spirit and scope of the 
present disclosure. For example, it is within the scope of the present disclosure that the BTS, the BSC, and/or the mobile 
device may not exist in the same fashion in other technologies or implementations, but the same functionality may be 
achieved using other components. In addition, other methods of obtaining or calculating factors such as the power levels 
or the rate-to-power ratios may be utilized in developing a desired solution. Therefore, the claims should be interpreted 
in a broad manner, consistent with the present disclosure.  
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* * * * * 
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